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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for having me. Today I'll be speaking about forest health the opporutunity we have to change our forest. Bad to worse, Bad to resilient
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Fires are getting worse in California and Looking at the acres burnt since 1960, evidence correlates with climate change. This year is great evidence that Warming and Earlier Spring and extended fall droughts increase wildfires. However, this is only part of the story.
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Historically there were far more fires in California and our natural lands were resilient to fire. In frequent-fire California, , and large mega-fires and drought mortality were unheard of. 
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Today we are in a different reality b/c of the legacy of 100 years of fire suppression --- we have drought mortality, mega fires, and home losses. Fires use to clear out forest understory and seedlings …. However we’ve had debri accumulating for 100+ years. 
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So, where do we go from here? How can we solve this problem? How can we prepare our communities and forests to be resilient to extreme weather?
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Here is an example of historic forest structure nearby. 30-60 trees/acreFuel load < 10  tons/acre
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87 years later400 trees/acreFuel load 30-40 tons/acre
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We are not going to get back to 1915 w/ livestock. Rather other treatments need to be used to change forest structure. 
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Sierra Nevada Conservancy forest report title this year was “From bad to worse”I know that if we start to manage our forests will, the new report title will be “From bad to resilient”There is strong consensus among scientists and managers that we need to reduce the number of trees in our forests TOGETHER. And, people are taking action on public and private lands, but not at a sufficient rate to tackle the problem. 
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Increase the pace and scale
of forest thinning:

• Make resilient forest structure thru 

timber harvest, mechanical treatments, 

and prescribed fire
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Threat Solutions

Increase the pace and scale
of forest thinning:

• Make resilient forest structure thru 

timber harvest, mechanical treatments, 

and prescribed fire

• Maintain treatments with prescribed 

fire, grazing, timber, and biomass 

products
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So, what should these forests look like?



What should my forest look like?
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Here is an example of a forest in YNP where it had gotten dense, but then fire allowed to return in the 1970s. Fire reshaped the forest structure. Here are a series of pics of areas with restored fire regimesClassic idea of a park-like forest where you could easily walk through it. But there were other areas too. 



What should my forest look like?
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Small patches were trees died and were followed by wildflower blooms



Photograph by Danny FryWhat should my forest look like?
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Small patches were trees died and were followed by shrub blankets



What should my forest look like?
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And, areas where the fire didn’t reach. Together these habitats create a mosaic of habitat. 



What should my forest look like?
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And lush grassy areas …



What should my forest look like?What should my forest look like?
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Together these created a mosaic of habitats very close to one another. This type of habitat variability is born from fire and how it interacts with both the landscape and weather. This mosaic and its understory is also quite important for diversity --- 1’ plants, 2’ pollinators and birdsFire is the only tool YNP has to manage this wilderness area. In addition to fire, we have many more tools for our forest management on private and USFS lands. 
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Once stand has one treatment to reduce fuel hazards, browsers and grazers may be able to maintain it. There are a few key difference b/t livestock and fireFire is an acute event that removes most ground-level vegetation and some trees w/o preference. It consumes things that livestock find unpalatable including the fuel that dominates fire spread – twigs pinky to thumb size and pine needles. Fire stimulates many native plants to germinate because the heat and chemical of fire break their seed dormancyFire recycles nutrients and reduces site-level N and PLivestock don’t do the above, but they do I admit that there was a flitter of research, but with increasing demands for timber, recreation and wildlife, grazing began to decline in importance as a use of National Forest ranges. This research found that …### Tracy will say these bits …Range improvement for cattle e.g. money and drive to reduce number of trees to improve forage --- co-benefit. cows can be used to reduce understory fuels, like fire and herbicide, but may be preferred by local communities.  (UC Berkeley Prof Lynn Huntsinger work shows that )Thomas (1985) reported that sheep grazing in newly established conifer stands in the Tahoe National Forest reduced deerbrush canopy 5% before grazing to 10-20% after grazing with only 1-2% of conifers damaged. More research is NEEDED



- What?      - Reduce grasses and shrubs, and conifers <1 year of age
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I admit that there was a flitter of research, but with increasing demands for timber, recreation and wildlife, grazing began to decline in importance as a use of National Forest ranges. This research found that …There are a few key difference b/t livestock and fireFire is an acute event that removes most ground-level vegetation and some trees w/o preference. It consumes things that livestock find unpalatable including the fuel that dominates fire spread – twigs pinky to thumb size and pine needles. Fire stimulates many native plants to germinate because the heat and chemical of fire break their seed dormancyFire recycles nutrients and reduces site-level N and PLivestock don’t do the above, but they do 



- What?      - Reduce grasses and shrubs, and conifers <1 year of age
- Where? - Timber plantations and timber production areas 

- Fuel breaks near communities
- Research needed on browse effects on forest regeneration after 

high severity fire
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Where are cows obviously good as treatment in forests …… and they fuel breaks they create may allow us to fire for the other portions of the forest. www.webpages.uidaho.edu/rx-grazing/Handbook/Chapter_10_Targeted_Grazing.pdf  for more info



- What?      - Reduce grasses and shrubs, and conifers <1 year of age
- Where? - Timber plantations and timber production areas 

- Grass understory in fuel breaks near communities
- Research needed on browse effects on forest regeneration after 

high severity fire
- Strategic fuel reduction treatments
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www.webpages.uidaho.edu/rx-grazing/Handbook/Chapter_10_Targeted_Grazing.pdf  for more infoOther treatments are likely needed to reduce twigs pinky to thumb size and pine needles and stimulate native diversity.



Thank you for you time!

Dr. Kate Wilkin
kwilkin@ucdavis.edu
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So today, I’ve shared with areas where I see an opportunity to use grazing and browsing to reduce fuels and promote the natural benefits on our public lands. Tracy will be speaking more about the logistics of how to use livestock to achieve these objectives. 



Livestock Grazing as a 
Forest Management Tool
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Livestock and Natural Resources Advisor 
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University of California Cooperative Extension 

Management
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Decrease in Grazing



• Adaptive Management 

• Sensitive Habitat (e.g. Aspen, Toads)

• Meadow Health  

• Water Quality

Forest Grazing Research 
UC Rangelands Team



Grazing implemented to achieve specific goal(s)

1. Type of livestock (e.g., cattle, sheep, goats)

2. Number of livestock (stocking density – head/acre).

3. Duration of grazing (stocking rate – head/acre/year).

4. Seasonal timing of grazing (e.g., spring, summer, etc).

5. Frequency of grazing (e.g., 1X, 2X per growing season).

6. Spatial distribution of grazing (e.g., fences, water).

Prescribed Grazing

Tate& Roche
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Prescribed Grazing is really connecting the landscape, goals and animals to each otherSpecies Preference – can’t don’t prefer conifers Goats browse Sheep – man power and predators There is prescribed grazing to meet goals on private lands – balancing forage growth and livestock productivity = $Grazing that is taking place now on Forest Service ground is “Prescribed” and monitored. There are standards and guidelines for browse, residual dry matter (grass), timing, season, stocking UC Research projects on FS grazing allotments – wildlife interactions, post fire, water quality, meadow health, riparian assessments Focus of group is looking at grazing as a solution to management of forest health , fire resilience and community protection 	_Good Option – excited to work with you but realize it is not a ONE size fits all approach We have to think about the GOAL and the 6 elements to get us to that goal using livestock….…. 



Sheep & Goat Grazing as a 
Forest Management Tool

• Intensive Management 
• Browse on everything         

(Brush and Grasses) 
• Fuel Breaks 
• Cost prohibitive 
• Smaller scale 
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Targeted grazing -  Cost prohibitive – ecological balance    Goal Sheep and Goats can achieve fuel break goals by reducing loads of grasses and shrublands, excellent option for rural urban interface – see this in Oakland hills, levee districts Thomas sheep grazing in newly established conifer stands reduced deerbrush effectively with minimal conifer damage canopy cover from                    (35-45% before grazing to 10-20% after grazing with only 1-2% of conifers damaged)Integration of grazing with other tools can help achieve goals – use more than one option - mechanical, fire, invasive species, chemical – It is all about timing and follow up to achieve goals. 



Cattle Grazing as a 
Forest Management Tool

• Forest Setting & Urban Setting 
• Landscape Maintenance
• Grass and shrubs
• Tree-establish for timber 
• Wildlife Habitat
• Research
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Research Grazing does decrease understory fuel load   Huntsinger believes forest grazing and timber can coexist bc cows don’t eat conifers like goats do. Bigger picture – public lands for private lands conservation – ranches cost less for infrastructure need vs ranchers or urban for “community services” Over time decrease in grazing on USFS allotments Multiple use management 
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